GASSP COACH FEEDBACK FORM

Coach Name: ___________________________ Principal Name: ___________________________

Date: ___________________________ Type of Contact: ___phone; ___e-mail; ___in person

Check all that apply:

1. How would you characterize the coaching experience:
   _____Good     _____Productive     _____Fair     _____Unproductive

2. My leader responded to the coaching process in a way I would characterize as:
   _____Exceptional     _____Good     _____Focused     _____Average

3. Coaching was:
   _____Challenging     _____Difficult     _____Easy

4. Compared to previous coaching conversations, this experience was:
   _____The same     _____Different     _____Challenging     _____Easier     _____Not applicable

Notes regarding your observations and the progress the principal is making on achieving the goal(s) you have set together: